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Agenda

�Review XML namespace concepts and terminology

�Show special considerations when using XML 
namespaces with WDI

The presentation describes some special considerations for using XML namespaces with 
WebSphere Data Interchange (WDI). We will start with a review of some XML namespace 
concepts and terminology.  Then talk about how these apply to WDI, including differences in 
setup, mapping, and transformation. 
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XML namespaces

�Help to resolve name conflicts when multiple 
schemas are used to define a document 

�Defined by xmlns:prefix attribute

�Example: xmlns:po=”http://example.com/POExample”

�Defines “po” as prefix for elements and attributes in this 
namespace.  i.e., <po:Address>

� “Namespace aware” applications process 
elements and attributes based on the namespace, 
not the prefix

�i.e., Internally 
<http://example.com/POExample:Address>

Sometimes multiple schemas are used to define a document.  Namespaces are used to resolve 
name conflicts between these schemas.  For example, one schema may use the element name 
“Address” to indicate a postal address, while another schema uses it as an e-mail address.  The 
namespace can be used to specify which schema a particular instance of the element belongs 
to.

A prefix is associated with the namespace by using the xmlns:prefix attribute, like in this 
example.  In this case, the part starting with http: is the namespace, and po is the prefix.  So 
elements that belong to that namespace would have a prefix of “po:”.

A “namespace aware” application processes the elements based on the namespace, not the 
prefix.  So internally, the application would treat the element name in this example as: 
<http://example.com/POExample:Address>.  When you use the XMLNS(Y) PERFORM keyword 

option, WebSphere Data Interchange (WDI) acts as a “namespace aware” application.  We will 
discuss that option more later.
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Defining namespace prefixes in the schema

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:po="http://www.example.com/PO1"
xmlns:common="http://www.example.com/common"
targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/PO1"
elementFormDefault="qualified"

attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

� Defines a shorthand notation for elements that belong to a

Particular namespace 

� The prefix only applies to this document  

� Reference qualified elements in schema:  

po:HeaderType
common:TradingPartner

The prefix defines a shorthand notation for elements that belong to a particular namespace for 
that instance of the document.  Different instance documents may use different prefixes, but still 
conform to the schema.  

In this example, the schema uses the prefixes po and common, but an instance document may 
use the prefixes mypo and com, and still conform to the schema.
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Defining namespace prefixes - XML document

<po:OrderSR

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:mypo="http://www.example.com/PO1"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.example.com/PO1 example3.xsd">

� Does NOT need to match the prefix in the schema

� Reference qualified elements in XML document:  

<mypo:PONum> PO12345678901234 </mypo:PONum>

This is an example of how the instance document might use a different prefix by declaring it 
differently on the xmlns:prefix attribute.  Notice that the namespace itself is still the same, even 
though the prefix is different – mypo instead of po. 
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Default namespace

<OrderSR
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xmlns="http://www.example.com/PO1"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.example.com/PO1 example3.xsd">

� Allows you to omit the prefix for elements in that namespace

� Reference qualified elements in XML document:  

<PONum> PO12345678901234 </PONum>

It is also possible to define a default namespace.  This allows you to omit the prefix for elements 
that belong to that namespace.

In this example, the PONum element is processed internally the same as the PONum element 
on the previous slide, even though there is no prefix here.  This is because it belongs to the 
default namespace, which is declared using the same URI as the previous slide.
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Target namespace

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:po="http://www.example.com/PO1"

xmlns:common="http://www.example.com/common"
targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/PO1"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

� Specifies the namespace defined by this schema 

If the elements in the schema belong to a namespace, this namespace is identified using the 
targetNamespace attribute.  Here is an example.
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Qualified vs. Unqualified

<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:po="http://www.example.com/PO1"

xmlns:common="http://www.example.com/common"
targetNamespace="http://www.example.com/PO1"

elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">

� Determines if elements and/or attributes defined by the

schema belong to the target namespace

� qualified - belong to target namespace

� unqualified – do not belong to target namespace

� Elements defined by this schema belong to target namespace
http://www.example.com/PO1

�Attributes do not belong to a namespace

A schema can specify whether elements and/or attributes that are defined by the schema belong 
to the target namespace or not by using the elementFormDefault and attributeFormDefault
attributes.  “qualified” indicates that they do belong to the target namespace, “unqualified” means 
that they do not.

Typically, as in this example, elements are qualified and attributes are not.  
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Mapping and translation using a schema –
with a target namespace

� Import the schema(s)

� Namespaces that are declared with an xmlns attribute
will automatically be added to the dictionary if needed

� If schemas are nested, import those too

� Create the map 

� Run the TRANSFORM command

If a schema has a target namespace, the steps for mapping and translation are still basically the 
same as with DTDs and other schemas:

-Import the schema – or multiple schemas if there are references to others

-Create the map

-Run the PERFORM TRANSFORM command

One difference you may notice when you import the schemas is that WDI adds namespace 
objects to the XML dictionary when the schemas are imported.  
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Namespace objects

� Import process scans schema for xmlns attribute

� If namespace object not already in dictionary, WDI will add it

� Namespace objects include: 

� URI

� Prefix (can leave blank if this is to be used as default namespace)

� Schema location

When you import an XML schema, WDI will scan it and look for xmlns attributes.  If it finds any, 
WDI will add those namespaces to the XML dictionary if they do not already exist.  If the 
namespace object DOES already exist, WDI does not replace the entry.

Namespace objects include:

-The URI, which identifies the namespace and must be unique within the XML dictionary.

-An optional prefix.  If you want to use this URI as the default namespace, you can leave the 
prefix blank.

-An optional schema location.  

You can also specify an optional description, which is only used for documentation.
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Namespace objects

� Namespace objects are used to: 

� Determine the prefix displayed in the Client

� Determine the prefix for output XML data

� Create schemaLocation and xmlns attributes (more on that later)

� The prefix in the Namespace object DOES NOT have to match the 
prefix in either the schema or the XML data

� But it simplifies problem determination if it does!

Namespace objects have several purposes in WDI.  They are used to help determine:

•The prefix for the tree views in the schema and map editors.

•The prefix for the output XML data

•The values for schemaLocation and xmlns attributes

The prefix can be different from the one used in the schema and/or XML data.  But it is best to 
keep it as consistent as possible to simplify problem determination.
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Schema editor – General tab

� Target namespace filled in automatically by import

This slide shows the General tab on the schema editor.   The Target Namespace field was filled 
in automatically when the schema was imported.
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Schema editor – General tab

� DO NOT include  prefix on root element

As with DTDs and other schemas, you need to specify the Root Element so WDI knows which 
element to use to start constructing the tree.  

Even if the schema uses namespaces, you DO NOT include the prefix for this field.
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Schema editor – General tab

� DO include  prefix on qualified elements for 

sender/receiver element paths

When you specify the paths for the Sender and Receiver ID and Qualifier elements, these 
should include the prefixes for any qualified elements.  So if the elements appear in the tree view 
with the prefix, they should also have the prefix here.  When you use the right-click logic from 
the tree view to set these paths, the prefixes are automatically included for qualified elements.
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Schema editor – General tab

� DO NOT include  prefix on XML split elements

For the Document Split elements, you DO NOT include the prefix, even if the element is 
qualified in the XML schema.
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Schema editor – Overview tab

� Qualified elements and attributes display appropriate prefix

This is an example of the tree view for the XML schema.  The prefix, “po” in this case, is taken 
from the namespace object.

You may notice that the attributes do not have a prefix.  That is because in this example, the 
elements are qualified, but the attributes are not.
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Schema editor – Overview tab

� Note how element prefixes change if you change the prefix 

on the Namespace object

If the prefix in the namespace object changes, the prefix that appears in the tree view also 
changes the next time you open the XML schema.  Notice how in this case the “po” prefix 
changed to “mypo”.
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Mapping from a schema source document –
with namespaces

�Similar to mapping from a schema without 
namespaces

�Elements displayed in the map similar to the way 
they appear on the schema editor Overview tab

�Includes prefixes as appropriate 

Mapping is similar whether the schema uses namespaces or not.  The most noticeable 
difference for namespaces is that the map editor shows the prefixes for the qualified elements 
and attributes, similar to the way the schema Overview tab displayed them.
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Schema map – source document

You can see in this example that the prefix from the namespace object is included for the 
elements – both in the tree view and when the path names are used in the commands.
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TRANSFORM from XML schema – with namespace

� Similar to TRANSFORM from XML schema without 

namespace

� XMLNS(Y) – Namespace processing MUST be on

�Otherwise, no values from input are mapped to output

�WDI looking for element like:

http://www.example.com/PO1:Header

�But without namespace processing on, data parsed as:

po:Header

�WDI treats it as if Header element is not in data

�This applies even if using default namespace

When using namespaces in the source XML schema, the PERFORM TRANFORM is also 
similar.  Using the keyword XMLNS(Y) is generally recommended any time you are using XML 
schemas, but if the schema uses XML namespaces, XMLNS(Y) is REQUIRED.  

This is because the map uses the entire namespace URI to define the qualified elements and 
attributes – not the prefix. For example, the fully-qualified Header element that is saved in the 
map might be something like “http://www.example.com/PO1:Header”.  This allows WDI to 
process the data regardless of what prefix is used on a particular instance document – as a 
namespace-aware application is supposed to.

However, you need to tell WDI that it should act as a namespace-aware application.  Otherwise, 
it will not convert the shorthand prefix to the namespace URI, and would parse the element 
name as “po:Header” instead.  This would result in a mismatch between the element name in 
the map, and the element name parsed from the data, and the Header element would not get 
mapped correctly.

Note that you may need to specify XMLNS(Y), even if you do not see any prefixes on the 
element and attribute names in the data.  If the schema uses the default namespace, you do not 
see the prefixes in the data, but the elements and attributes are still treated as fully-qualified 
names in the map.
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Mapping to a schema target document –
with namespaces

�Similar to mapping to a schema without 
namespaces

�Elements displayed in the map similar to the 

way they appear on the schema editor 
Overview tab

�Includes prefixes as appropriate 

�A couple of new mapping commands

Mapping to a target document that is based on an XML schema is also similar, whether the 
schema uses namespaces or not.  Again, the map editor displays the prefixes for qualified 
elements and attributes.  However, there are a couple of new mapping commands that only 
apply when the target XML document uses namespaces.
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SetNamespace command

� SetNamespace(URI)

� Creates: xmlns:prefix attribute in output

� Uses the prefix, URI defined in the Namespace object

� Example:

xmlns:po=“http://www.example.com/PO1”

� Note: xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”

is automatically generated if needed

The SetNamespace command creates the xmlns:prefix attribute in the output.  You pass the URI 
as a parameter, and the prefix is filled in from the namespace object in the XML dictionary.
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Setting URIs in mapping commands

� Hint: Right-click on URI

to show list of available 
namespace URIs

� Which will display a list 
of all URIs in the 

dictionary

When you are setting the URI in the mapping commands, the easiest way is to right-click on the 
“URI” parameter to display a list of all URIs in the dictionary.  Then you can select the URI from 
the list, instead of trying to type the full URI and hoping it matches exactly.
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SetSchemaLocation command

� SetSchemaLocation(URI)

�Creates: xsi:schemaLocation attribute in output

� Uses the URI, Location defined in the Namespace 

object

� Example:

xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.example.com/PO1 example3.xsd"

The SetSchemaLocation mapping command is used to create the schemaLocation attribute on 
the root element.  You would use this when the target document is based on a schema, you 
want to identify the schema name in the XML output, and the XML schema DOES use a target 
namespace.  When you use this command, you should also have a corresponding 
SetNamespace command for the URI.

The URI for the schemaLocation is passed as a parameter, and the location is read from the 
namespace object.
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Setting URI in SetSchemaLocation commands

� Also allows right-click on URI to show list of 

available namespace URIs

� List of URIs includes schema location

This mapping command also allows you to right-click on the URI to show the list of available 
URIs.  However, for the setSchemaLocation command the list includes the schema location 
instead of the prefix.
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Keywords for TRANSFORM to XML schema –
with namespaces

� Again, no special PERFORM keywords for transforming to an XML 

schema-based target document with namespaces

� Target output processing determined by map, rules, trading partner info, 

etc.

Like with other variations of XML output we have discussed, there are no special PERFORM 
TRANSFORM keywords needed to generate XML output based on a schema with namespaces.  
The target output processing is determined by the map, rules, trading partner information, etc.
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Summary

�Namespaces help to resolve name conflicts when 
multiple schemas are used to define a document

�Mapping and transformation are similar to XML 
documents that do not use namespaces

� There are some special considerations when using 

XML namespaces with WDI, including new 
mapping commands and keywords

In summary, namespaces help to resolve name conflicts when multiple schemas are used to 
define a document.  We talked a bit about some general concepts, and what it means for an 
application to be “namespace-aware”.

For the most part, mapping and transformation are similar to XML documents that do not use 
namespaces.  However, there are some special considerations, including new mapping 
commands and keywords.  If the source XML document uses a schema with namespaces, the 
use of the XMLNS(Y) keyword is particularly important.  This way WDI knows that it should 

parse the XML data as a namespace-aware application.
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